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Abstract
The Hadamard matrices of order 44 possessing automorphisms of order 7 are classied. The
number of their equivalence classes is 384. The order of their full automorphism group is
calculated. These Hadamard matrices yield 1683 nonisomorphic 3-(44,22,10) designs, 57932
nonisomorphic 2-(43,21,10) designs, and two inequivalent extremal binary self-dual doubly even
codes of length 88 (one of them being new). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Refer to 1,2,5, or 28 for the basic concepts and notations concerning Hadamard
matrices and combinatorial designs, and to 1 or 25 for di7erent methods for construction
of self-dual codes from designs.
A Hadamard matrix of order n is an n× n (± 1)-matrix satisfying HHt= nI (its
rows are pairwise orthogonal). Two Hadamard matrices are equivalent if one can be
transformed into the other by a series of row or column permutations and nega-
tions. An automorphism of a Hadamard matrix is an equivalence with itself. Each
Hadamard matrix can be normalized, i.e. replaced by an equivalent Hadamard matrix
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whose rst row and column entries are 1-s. Deleting the rst row and column of a
normalized Hadamard matrix of order 4m, and replacing −1-s by 0-s, you obtain a
symmetric 2-(4m − 1; 2m − 1; m − 1) design which is called a Hadamard 2-design.
Let V be the set of points of this design, and B its set of blocks. A Hadamard
3-(4m; 2m;m − 1) design can be constructed with a point set V ∪{∞} and blocks
{V\B :B∈B}∪ {B∪{∞} :B∈B}.
Hadamard matrices have extremely interesting combinatorial properties, and various
applications 6. There has been a continuous interest in their studies. Hadamard matrices
of orders up to 28 have been fully classied (for order 28 see 15 and an alternative
classication in 23, for 24 12,14, and for orders up to 24 a summary in 1). Only partial
classications are available for orders 32, 36 and 40 24,27, because the computational
complexity of the classication problem rises exponentially.
Classication methods similar to those used in the present work have been used for
instance in 13,26,27, but Hadamard matrices of order 44 have not been classied up to
now. The present partial classication was only possible after a careful consideration
of the symmetry of the tactical congurations arising from 2-(43,21,10) designs with
automorphisms of order 7.
Two Hadamard 2-(43,21,10) designs have been constructed 19 with automorphisms
of order 43 9. One of them can also be obtained by Paley’s theorem 22. This paper
o7ers a classication of all the inequivalent Hadamard matrices of order 44 possessing
automorphisms of order 7 (our study shows that their number is 384), and their cor-
responding 3-(44,22,10) and 2-(43,21,10) designs (their numbers are 1683 and 57932,
respectively).
The rst known extremal binary doubly even self-dual code of length 88 18 can be
found using one of the 2-designs with an automorphism of order 43 (the one that was
rst constructed by Paley’s theorem 22, and has a full automorphism group of order
903=3:7:43). Recently, one more code of these parameters was constructed 10, and
thus two inequivalent extremal doubly-even self-dual [88,44,16] codes were known up
to this work.2
The methods used in this paper for constructing self-dual codes from symmetric
designs are well described in 3,29. In the present work all the binary doubly even self-
dual codes of length 88 arising this way from the 2-(43,22,11) designs were tested.
There are two extremal codes among them, the one being new.
In 7, the possible weight enumerators of self-dual codes of length 86 are determined
and an extremal self-dual [86,43,16] code is constructed. It is the only one known by
now. In the present work plenty of self-dual codes of length 86 were constructed from
the 2-designs found, but none of them is extremal.
The approach used in this study implies the following: All the 2-(43,21,10) designs
with automorphisms of order 7 were found rst. Their number appeared to be 886.
A Hadamard matrix was constructed from each design. These matrices were then nor-
malized in all the possible ways, and thus the nonisomorphic 3- and 2-designs they
lead to were found. The number of the equivalence classes of Hadamard matrices with
2While the paper was refereed one more self-dual [88,44,16] code was constructed 21 which cannot be
obtained from the designs in this work.
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automorphisms of order 7 was established in three di7erent ways. Binary self-dual
codes of lengths 86 and 88 were constructed from the 2-(43,21,10) designs. As far as
designs extendable to one and the same Hadamard matrix yield the same code, codes
were constructed from only one design of each Hadamard matrix set of nonisomorphic
designs.
2. On the possible automorphisms of 2-(43,21,10) designs
Proposition 2.1. All the possible prime divisors of the order of the group of auto-
morphisms of a 2-(43,21,10) design are 2, 3, 5, 7 and 43.
Proof. If a 2-(v; k; ) design possesses an automorphism of a prime order p, then
p6k or p|v. (Otherwise there should exist xed points and blocks, all the xed
points should be in xed blocks, and all the xed blocks should only contain xed
points, thus forming a 2-(v; k; ), i.e. all the points and blocks will be xed.) Thus
p=2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 19; 43 are the only possible prime orders of automorphisms of
this design. Consider p=11; 13; 17; 19. Suppose there exists an automorphism of order
p xing f¿1 points. In this case, xed blocks may contain either k or k − p xed
points. Let us denote by h1 and h2 the number of xed blocks containing, respectively,
k and k − p xed points. Then, the following system holds.(
21
2
)
h1 +
(
21− p
2
)
h2 =
(
f
2
)
;
h26
43− f
p
;
h1 + h2 =f¿1;
h1 + h2643− p:
This system has no solution in integers. The cases f=0; 1 are only possible if p|v or
v=1 (modp), respectively. Thus, a 2-(43,21,10) design cannot possess automorphisms
of prime orders 11; 13; 17; 19.
Proposition 2.2. An automorphism of order 7 of a 2-(43,21,10) design 5xes one point
and one block.
Proof. Suppose a 2-(43,21,10) design possess an automorphism of order 7 xing f¿1
points and blocks. An automorphism of a symmetric design can x at most half of the
points 8,16,4. That is why f=8 or 15. A xed block might contain the points of m
nontrivial point orbits, and thus v− 7m xed points (m=1; 2; 3). Yet, if a xed block
has no xed points, its common points with any other xed block will not be 10 (but
they should be because the design is symmetric). That is why xed blocks can have
either 7 or 14 xed points. Let us denote by h7 and h14 the xed blocks containing 7,
and 14 xed points, respectively.
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Suppose f=15. In this case, there are 4 nontrivial point orbits. Two xed blocks
cannot contain the points of the same two nontrivial point orbits, thus h76(
4
2 )= 6.
But h1461 (otherwise two blocks will contain more than 10 common points), and
thus f67—contradiction.
Suppose f=8. There are ve nontrivial point orbits, and thus at least two blocks
containing the points of one and the same nontrivial point orbit. These blocks must
meet in exactly 3 xed points—impossible.
3. Construction of 2-(43,21,10) designs with automorphisms of order 7
Designs with the biggest possible automorphism groups possess a lot of symmetry,
and can usually be constructed more easily. Seven is the greatest possible prime order
of an automorphism of a 2-(43,21,10) design which has not been considered yet.
Let D be a 2-(43,21,10) design with an automorphism  of order 7 with one xed
point and one xed block. Without loss of generality, we can assume that  acts on
the points (blocks) as follows:
=(1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7)(8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14) · · · (36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42)(43).
The automorphism  determines a circulant structure of the incidence matrix A of
the design D, and A should be of the form
A=


a1;1 a1;2 a1;3 a1;4 a1;5 a1;6 ut
a2;1 a2;2 a2;3 a2;4 a2;5 a2;6 ut
a3;1 a3;2 a3;3 a3;4 a3;5 a3;6 ut
a4;1 a4;2 a4;3 a4;4 a4;5 a4;6 zt
a5;1 a5;2 a5;3 a5;4 a5;5 a5;6 zt
a6;1 a6;2 a6;3 a6;4 a6;5 a6;6 zt
u u u z z z 0


;
where ai; j ; i; j=1; 2; : : : ; 6 are circulant matrices of order 7; u=(1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1);
z=(0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
Let mi; j; i; j=1; 2; : : : ; 6 be equal to the number of 1’s in a row of ai; j. The following
six equations hold for the matrix M=(mi; j)6×6. (The rst four ones are obtained by
calculating in two ways the number of points and point pairs in the ith circulant row
of A, and the last two by calculating the number of point pairs for which the rst point
is from the i1st, and the second from the i2nd circulant row.)
6∑
j=1
mi; j =20;
6∑
j=1
m2i; j =74; i=1; 2; 3;
6∑
j=1
mi; j =21;
6∑
j=1
m2i; j =81; i=4; 5; 6;
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6∑
j=1
mi1 ; jmi2 ; j =63; 16i1¡i263;
6∑
j=1
mi1 ; jmi2 ; j =70; 16i1¡i2; i2¿3:
There are two nonisomorphic matrices M1 and M2 for which the upper equations
hold.
M1 M2
5 2 3 4 4 2
3 5 2 2 4 4
2 3 5 4 2 4
4 4 2 5 2 4
2 4 4 4 5 2
4 2 4 2 4 5
4 4 2 5 3 2
2 4 4 2 5 3
4 2 4 3 2 5
5 2 3 3 5 3
3 5 2 3 3 5
2 3 5 5 3 3
Let us consider the matrix A′.
A′=


a1;1 a1;2 a1;3 a1;4 a1;5 a1;6 ut
a2;1 a2;2 a2;3 a2;4 a2;5 a2;6 ut
a3;1 a3;2 a3;3 a3;4 a3;5 a3;6 ut
Ka4;1 Ka4;2 Ka4;3 Ka4;4 Ka4;5 Ka4;6 zt
Ka5;1 Ka5;2 Ka5;3 Ka5;4 Ka5;5 Ka5;6 zt
Ka6;1 Ka6;2 Ka6;3 Ka6;4 Ka6;5 Ka6;6 zt
z z z u u u 0


; (1)
where Kai; j can be obtained from ai; j by replacing 0 by 1 and 1 by 0. It is easy to check
that A′ is an incidence matrix of a 2-(43,21,10) design with automorphisms of order 7
too, and that if A corresponds to M1; A′ corresponds to M2 and vice versa. The two
designs can be extended to equivalent Hadamard matrices. That is why to construct all
the 2-(43,21,10) designs possessing automorphisms of order 7 it is enough to extend
only one of the matrices M1 and M2.
The replacement of the elements of M1 with circulants of order 7 is the most diLcult
part of the present research. To make the programs nish in reasonable time, the
symmetry of this matrix was used. All the possible ways to extend each row (column)
were found rst. Then while matching them together, both row and column properties
were taken into consideration.
The extension of M1 leads to the construction of 443 nonisomorphic 2-(43,21,10)
designs. Then 443 designs corresponding to M2 were obtained from them. The auto-
morphism groups of all the 886 nonisomorphic designs were calculated. Two of the
designs are isomorphic to the designs found in 9. One of them has a full automorphism
group of order 903, the other 301. There are 81 designs with a full group of automor-
phisms of order 21—ve self-dual ones and 38 pairs of dual designs. The order of the
automorphism groups of the remaining 804 designs is 7.
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4. Equivalence classes and automorphism groups of Hadamard matrices of order 44
with automorphisms of order 7
Let H and KH be two Hadamard matrices of order n, such that the elements of the rst
one equal the elements of the second multiplied by −1. We shall denote by H∗ the
matrix
H∗=
(
H KH
KH H
)
:
To determine the equivalence classes of Hadamard matrices, the following statement
can be used.
Two Hadamard matrices H1 and H2 are equivalent i6 the matrices H∗1 and H
∗
2 are
equivalent.
This statement was proved in graph notations in 20. As far as automorphism means
equivalence with itself, it follows that
The order of the full automorphism group of a Hadamard matrix H is the same
as the order of the full automorphism group of H∗.
In slightly di7erent notations the upper was also formulated and used by Ito 11.
The equivalence classes of the constructed Hadamard matrices were determined by
three independent methods. The same result was obtained, and this is some guarantee
for its correctness.
The rst approach used to establish (in)equivalence of two Hadamard matrices H1
and H2 is by checking for (in)equivalence of the matrices H∗1 and H
∗
2 . It is very
convenient to start with this method as it will remove the equivalent matrices, and
a smaller number of Hadamard matrices will be checked by the other two methods
(which are not so fast) just to conrm their nonequivalency.
By the second method all the 2-(43,21,10) designs arising from the Hadamard ma-
trices are generated and the sets of 2-designs corresponding to these matrices are com-
pared.
The third method is similar to the second one, but the 3-designs are concerned. This
way 57932 nonisomorphic 2-(43,21,10) and 1683 nonisomorphic 3-(44,22,10) designs
were constructed. All the 2-designs obtained which do not possess automorphisms of
order 7, do not possess any automorphisms at all.
Equivalence tests were made much faster by using suitable invariants, i.e. for each
row (column) i of H∗ the vector (m0; m1; : : : ; m10) was calculated where ms is the
number of triples of rows (columns) j; k; l, di7erent from i and such that there are
s columns containing 1s in each of the rows i; j; k; l. If we sort these vectors lexico-
graphically, we obtain an invariant of the Hadamard matrix. All the 384 equivalence
classes are fully distinguished by these invariants.
The order of the full automorphism group was also calculated. Algorithms for deter-
mining the order of the automorphism group of Hadamard matrices are known (see for
instance 17), but in the present work the order of the full automorphism group of H∗
was found instead. This was done using the algorithm (and respectively the author’s
program) for calculating the order of the automorphism group of a 2-design.
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Table 1
Order of the full automorphism group of the Hadamard matrices
|Aut(H)| Number of matrices 2-designs 3-designs Comments
79464=2:44:43:21 1 2 1 22
602=2:43:7 1 10 2 9
84=4:21 40 48 2
28=4:7 284 140 4
14=2:7 58 280 8
The number of Hadamard matrices with certain automorphisms is presented in
Table 1, where the number of 2- and 3-designs they yield is also given. The last
column refers to other works in which these designs were constructed and studied.
There is only one matrix with a transitive group of automorphisms. It is the one
from the Paley series. The order of its full automorphism group is 79464. The matrix
corresponding to the other design found in 9 has a group of order 602. There are 40
Hadamard matrices of order 44 (two self-dual ones and 19 pairs of dual matrices)
whose order of the full automorphism group is 84.
5. Construction of self-dual codes
Let A21 be the incidence matrix of a 2-(43,21,10) design, A22 the incidence matrix of
the corresponding 2-(43,22,11) design, and
A+22 =
(
A22 Ut
U 0
)
;
where U is the all-one vector of dimension 43.
Then (A21 I43) is a generator matrix of a self-dual code of length 86. Yet the self-dual
codes thus constructed are of minimum weight at most 14.
A generator matrix of a doubly even self-dual code of length 88 can be obtained as
(A+22 I44). Two inequivalent extremal [88,44,16] codes can be obtained this way. The
rst one is generated by the Paley matrix 22 and is equivalent to one of the codes
already known. The other one can be obtained as indicated above from a design with
the following base blocks:
B1 = 2 3 9 10 12 16 17 18 20 21 23 25 27 30 31 32 34 35 37 38 39 43
B8 = 2 3 4 5 7 8 11 16 20 21 24 27 28 31 32 33 36 37 39 41 42 43
B15 = 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 15 18 19 22 24 27 28 29 30 31 34 35 37 42
B22 = 2 3 6 8 13 14 15 17 19 20 21 22 23 25 27 28 29 33 37 38 39 41
B29 = 2 3 5 8 11 12 13 14 15 17 22 23 24 25 26 30 32 35 36 39 42 43
B36 = 2 4 6 9 10 11 13 14 19 20 21 24 25 30 33 34 35 36 37 39 40 42
To show that this code is not equivalent to any of the two extremal binary self-dual
codes of length 88 known by now 7, the following invariants were calculated for each
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of the three codes: There are 32164 vectors of minimum weight 16 in the code. We
consider them as rows of a (0,1) matrix and calculate for each column of the matrix
a vector of its scalar products with the other 87 columns. The entries of these vectors
and the vectors themselves are sorted lexicographically, and thus an invariant of the
code is obtained. The three codes are fully distinguished by these invariants.
It is worth pointing out here that two of the three known extremal binary self-dual
doubly-even codes of length 88 are obtained from Hadamard matrices, and that the
Hadamard matrix leading to the new extremal code has an automorphism group of
order 14 only.
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